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Community Governance Review 

St Austell and Mevagissey 

Community Network Area 10 

Stage 2 Feedback 

This report details the feedback and comments received during Stage 2 of the 
review on the submissions for change made by parish & town councils and 

residents during Stage 1 of the review in respect of parishes within this 

Community Network Area. 

The feedback includes notes from public engagement meetings held during 

Stage 2 and further correspondence received during this stage. 

The following 8 parishes are in the St Austell and Mevagissey Community 
Network Area; namely – Carlyon, Mevagissey, Pentewan Valley, St Austell Bay, 

St Austell, St Ewe, St Goran and St Mewan. 

 

Cornwall Community Governance Review (Stage 2) 
 
Public Engagement Meeting (St Austell Area; 26.9.19) – Summary Report 
 
1. Introduction   
 
1.1 This is a report of the proceedings and key points made at the St Austell area 

Public Engagement Meeting, which took place at the St Austell Information 
Centre in St Austell on 26 September 2019 and was chaired by Malcolm Brown 
CC, the Chair of Cornwall Council’s Electoral Review Panel.  

 
1.2 The purpose of the report is to assist the Electoral Review Panel in its task of 

formulating draft recommendations on the Community Governance Review 
(CGR).  It will also be a reference source for the remainder of the review.   

 
1.3 Section 2 sets out an overview of the meeting process and Section 3 

summarises the key points made by each speaker.  Appendix 1 provides a 
summary of the arguments on the contentious boundary proposals that were 
the main focus of the meeting; this is intended as a quick reference tool.  

 
2. Meeting: attendance/process 
 
2.1 Attendance:    

• Local stakeholders: 55 (counted); breakdown of local stakeholders (only 
includes those who signed attendance registers and/or spoke at the 
meeting): 
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o Residents: 16 
o Town & Parish Council representatives: (Parishes of Carlyon, 

Pentewan Valley, St Austell Bay, St Ewe, St Mewan, Treverbyn): 14 

• Local Divisional Members: 7 (for Divisions of Bugle, Mevagissey, Mount 
Charles, Penwithick & Boscoppa, St Austell Bay, St Austell Poltair, St 
Mewan)  

• Electoral Review Panel representatives: 5 (Malcolm Brown CC, Dick Cole 
CC, Martin Eddy CC, Cherilyn Mackrory CC, Joanna Kenny CC) 

• Cornwall Council officers: 5 
 
2.2 Parishes focused on at this meeting: St Austell, Pentewan Valley, St Austell 

Bay, Carlyon, St Mewan, St Ewe, Treverbyn. 
 
2.3 Proceedings (The meeting commenced at 7.05pm and concluded at 9.15pm):  

(1)  Welcome & Introduction by the Chair (including health & safety 
announcement; introduction of Panel Members, Divisional Members and 
officer team; outline of CGR process and questions & answers on the process) 
(2.i) Verbal summaries of submissions listed on agenda (by representatives of 
the parishes who made the submissions) 
(2.ii) Questions on these submissions from Electoral Review Panel Members  
(2.iii) Statements on these submissions by Other Parish and Town Councillors 
and Members of the Public Present 
(2.iv) Statements on these submissions by Divisional Members 
(3) Chairman’s Closing Remarks 
 

3. Key points made at meeting (Please note that it is not a verbatim record). 
 
(1) Welcome & Introduction by the Chair  

• The Chair highlighted that he is a Cornwall Councillor and St Austell Town 
Councillor, and also Chair of the Electoral Review Panel.  In this position, he has 
not given any opinions about the proposals which are being presented.  

• It was also highlighted that all Cornwall Councillors will be involved in making 
decisions on the Review (as members of the Electoral Review Panel, which is 
overseeing and making recommendations on the Review and/or as members of 
full Council which will be making decisions on the Review).  As decision-makers, 
they are allowed to be predisposed to a certain view on CGR, and to express that 
view, but must keep an open mind prior to the final decision being made.  
Accordingly, Cornwall Councillors speaking at these public engagement meetings 
would be doing so in this context. 

• The Chair mentioned that he had seen Treverbyn PC’s leaflet on CGR and 
understood that this had been circulated both to areas of the Parish that St 
Austell TC wishes to take in and also to Trethurgy, which is not covered in the TC’s 
submission.  
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• After the Chair explained the CGR process, he invited questions from the floor on 
this issue: 
Q: Is the deadline for comments from parish councils (on third party submissions 
affecting their parishes) of 4 October applicable to all other meetings? 
A: Yes for all, except in the Truro area as that meeting had to be deferred. 
 

(2i) Brief verbal summaries of submissions 
 
(a)  Representative of St Austell Town Council (Councillor Gary King, Mayor of St 
Austell) 
[Summary of extent of proposed boundary changes, from Cornwall Council 
submission list: “(i) Incorporation of Carclaze/Boscoppa area…A391 becomes 
boundary; (ii) [incorporation from Carlyon Parish of] Gwallon Keas site…railway line 
becomes boundary; (iii) [incorporation of full Porthpean housing development, 
currently split between St Austell Parish and Pentewan Valley Parish] in St Austell 
Parish…boundary becomes Tregorrick Road; (iv) [incorporation of all of] Higher 
Trewhiddle Farm [currently largely in Pentewan Valley Parish] in St Austell Parish; (v) 
transfer of 14 properties on Edgcumbe Green housing estate from St Mewan to St 
Austell Parish to amend the estate being split between the two and (vi) transfer of 
Menacuddle Well, Trenance Wood and Trethowel Wood from Treverbyn Parish to St 
Austell Parish.”   

• St Austell Town Council (TC) was formed in 2009 – along with Carlyon, Pentewan 
Valley and St Austell Bay Parish Councils to provide local governance in an 
unparished area when Restormel Borough Council was abolished.  From a small 
organisation it has expanded significantly in recent years and has successfully 
delivered the largest devolution package in the country; it now has 20 staff and 
manages 17 parks and open spaces, 2 car parks, several allotments, CCTV, public 
conveniences, a very busy library and also maintains the grass verges, closed 
churchyards and roundabouts throughout the town for Cornwall Council.   

• The TC created a CGR working group.  It is very aware that this is a once in a 
lifetime opportunity to address some of the anomalies around St Austell’s 
boundary and reflect the way in which the town has expanded in recent years.  
The boundary changes proposed reflect a reasonable approach to the expansion 
of housing development around the town which is built and housing 
development which has planning permission.  The focus has been to keep 
communities together. 

• Northern boundary (Map 1) - A391, a very busy major road, is a stronger 
boundary than Phernyssick Road and the houses in this area link strongly to the 
amenities and services in St Austell. The TC gets frequent enquiries from residents 
in this area who think they live in St Austell parish.  The TC is aware that this is the 
most significant of its suggested boundary changes and will have an adverse 
impact on Treverbyn Parish Council.  If legally possible, the TC has said that it 
would consider some form of transitional financial arrangement to mitigate the 
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loss of revenue experienced by Treverbyn PC until the 1500 new dwellings in the 
garden village start to come on line at West Carclaze. 

• South-East corner of St Austell (Map 2) Holmbush – the planning inspector 
approved this development of about 200 dwellings, his main argument being that 
it had excellent links to the town’s facilities; the railway is a natural barrier and 
strong boundary – it should be the boundary between St Austell and Carlyon 
Parishes and this development should be within St Austell.  Residents on this 
estate will inevitably gravitate towards the service centres in St Austell and 
consider themselves part of St Austell. 

• Chandlers walk (Map 3) is a small estate on the border with St Austell Bay Parish, 
well connected to Charlestown.  Residents there have asked to be part of St 
Austell Bay parish and the TC is happy to support a change to the boundary to 
achieve this. 

• Porthpean housing estate [Wainhomes development] (Map 4) is currently split 
between St Austell Parish and Pentewan Valley Parish.  The TC believes that the 
whole of this development should be in St Austell Parish; it is proposed that using 
Sawles Road and Tregorrick Road as a boundary would achieve this and provide a 
sensible boundary line.  The proposed boundary would run along Sawles Road 
rather than running the entire length of Tregorrick Road to ensure that the 
hamlet of Tregorrick stayed entirely in Pentewan Valley Parish.   

• Higher Trewhiddle Farm (Map 5) is a housing development with planning 
permission for 450 dwellings.  This development is largely within Pentewan Valley 
Parish but is in the bowl of St Austell and links well to St Austell.  It is close to the 
TC buildings [Pondhu House, Penwinnick Road].  The TC believes that the 
boundary should follow the public footpath on the western edge of the site to 
include the whole of the proposed development within St Austell Parish. 

• Edgcumbe Green (Map 6) - There is a small anomaly where the housing estate 
here is partly in St Austell Parish and partly in St Mewan Parish.  The TC has 
suggested a minor boundary amendment to ensure the whole estate is in one 
parish.   

• Menacuddle Well (Map 7) – the map shows a small rural area which will never be 
developed that incorporates the well, which is believed to be the historic starting 
point of St Austell and is an amenity area used by many people within the town.  
The TC considers this area should be incorporated within St Austell Parish. 

• The TC has acted responsibly, in the spirit of the CGR and the guidance issued by 
central government and Cornwall Council (CC).  Its approach has been both 
pragmatic and logical given the scope of development on its current boundaries.  
Its focus has been on keeping communities together and identifying sound 
barriers that make sense in service delivery and governance terms.     

 
(b) Representative of 29 Residents of Chandlers Walk in St Austell Parish 
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[Summary of extent of proposed boundary changes, from Cornwall Council 
submission list: “Move boundary with St Austell Bay so that Chandlers Walk becomes 
a part of St Austell Bay Parish”]  

• Most of the residents want to be part of Charlestown; please place us in St Austell 
Bay as fully fledged villagers. 

• Many of us purchased our homes to be part of Charlestown and its harbour 
community; the cost of our houses represents their proximity to Charlestown 
(within 5 minutes’ walk). 

• St Austell Bay Parish Council is supportive of the residents’ position and we are 
thankful to them for this.  29 residents signed the letter requesting the boundary 
change and the Parish Council voted unanimously to accept the change. 

• Historically, the land was part of the Charlestown estate and the parish.  No-one 
knows why the boundary changed.  The boundary line goes through the edge of 
the estate. 

• The residents use the facilities in Charlestown every day and are very much part 
of the community.   

• The estate is close to the Foundry site, the church and the “Welcome to 
Charlestown” sign; it is closer to the village than to Mount Charles; it is linked to 
the World Heritage Site.  

• Volunteers from the estate have created an award-winning floral gateway to 
Charlestown; the estate is obviously an edge of village gateway settlement. 

• Family members are often from the village of Charlestown and/or have historic 
connections to it.  They live in Chandler’s Walk because, to them, it is part of 
Charlestown. 

 
(c) Representative of Pentewan Valley Parish Council (Councillor George Muskett) 
[Summary of extent of proposed boundary changes: (i) transfer of developed land 
against Porthpean Road to St Austell Parish; (ii) transfer of specific section of land at 
Tregongeeves Lane to St Mewan Parish; (iii) retention of Higher Trewhiddle 
development land south of proposed link road; (iv) inclusion of section of agricultural 
land and houses along Sawles Road south of A390] 

• Councillor Muskett advised some of the Parish Council’s submission was missing 
from the Cornwall Council website. 

• Pentewan Valley Parish Council (PVPC) was only created in 2009 and in the ten 
years since it has functioned cohesively, effectively and within its small precept 
for the benefit of its parishioners.  PVPC has faced the devolution of services and 
met this challenge in taking on Pentewan public toilets, creating a car park for 
Pentewan trail users at Tregorrick and taking over Pentewan car park, as well as 
other services.  It is also actively involved in flood prevention measures for 
Pentewan. 

• Submission includes 3 areas where PVPC would be prepared to see boundary 
changes: 
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• (1) Porthpean Road: relinquishment of developed land against Porthpean Road 
which spans the St Austell and Pentewan Valley Parishes. 

• (2) Tregongeeves Lane: relinquishment of a section to the far west of the Parish, 
along Tregongeeves Lane that includes a few houses that may identify more 
closely with Polgooth in St Mewan Parish, but retaining the remainder of the 
Parish in this location. 

• (3) Higher Trewhiddle: retention of that part of this development land that lies to 
the south of the proposed link road through that site. 

• (4) Inclusion of agricultural land south of A390 that includes houses along Sawles 
Road, south of A390. 

• PVPC considers the A390 as a natural boundary against the southern edge of St 
Austell and a stronger boundary than the present one, which lies along a minor 
road and fields. 

• On 24.6.19, PVPC attended St Austell TC’s extraordinary meeting on CGR and 
expressed its views re the TC’s boundary change proposals.  PVPC was concerned 
that the TC’s draft submission showed that the TC members favoured moving the 
boundary of the land to the south of the A390, down to Tregorrick Road to, in the 
TC’s words, “allow for the potential long term expansion of St Austell.”  Such a 
move would lose the valuable buffer against the current southern edge of the 
town and potentially lead to coalescence with Tregorrick village.  PVPC could not 
agree to this and on review considered that there was an anomaly in having any 
of the agricultural land within the town boundary and that a firmer boundary was 
presented by the A390. 

• PVPC canvassed the residents of Sawles Road to see if there was support for its 
proposal and to determine whether they identified principally with the town or 
the rural land around them.  PVPC was able to speak to 15 of the 18 occupied 
properties in Sawles Road, south of the A390.  12 were in favour of PVPC’s 
suggested boundary against the A390 and all considered themselves in a rural 
context.  Two had no objection, but felt that they identified with the town for 
personal reasons.  One did not support the proposal. 

• St Mewan PC’s proposals in respect to the land on the west of Pentewan Valley 
Parish: PVPC does not support any boundary change beyond that put forward in 
its submission.  PVPC’s suggested boundary change along Tregongeeves Lane 
encompasses those dwellings that may identify with Polgooth and only the 
Council depot and St Austell golf club lie to the east.  These could not be said to 
have the need to identify with any particular parish and both serve a large 
catchment.  The golf club welcomes players from across Cornwall and further 
afield.  With the lack of any indigenous population in this area, the presence of St 
Mewan Church and St Mewan School has little relevance to the position or re-
positioning of the parish boundary. 

• St Mewan PC wishes to maintain a buffer between their Parish and the town.  
PVPC has sympathy with this wish, but the land they seek to annex is not at risk 
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from the town.  It is in the rural parish of Pentewan Valley and already provides a 
buffer.  PVPC has in the past objected to development on this land. 

• St Mewan PC maintains that the land has a business connection with their parish, 
but the landowner has lodged an objection to their boundary change and 
supports the land remaining in Pentewan Valley Parish.  This goes a long way to 
indicating where the sense of place lies.  

• If the Electoral Review Panel considers that there is a need to provide for the 
expansion of St Austell, PVPC suggests that the proposals in its submission are 
practical and sufficient and meet the guidelines set by Government and CC. 

• PVPC sees no justifiable reason for St Mewan Parish to extend further east 
beyond that area that it is prepared to relinquish as shown in its submission. 

• PVPC has considered the proposals from its adjacent councils, together with its 
own needs for a stable, viable and inclusive community for the future.  It has 
acknowledged the changes in land use that have taken place since its formation 
and feels that it has accommodated these in its submission.  The boundaries 
proposed recognise the need for identifiable features, but have also taken 
account of the need to include those properties that identify with a particular 
place, as in the boundary proposal adjacent to Polgooth.  The PC has taken on 
devolved services that it has managed to absorb and to continue to deliver and its 
submission for change would ensure a sustainable future.    

 
(d) Representative of St Austell Bay Parish Council (Councillor Malcolm Neill – written 
statement read out at the meeting – in support of residents of Chandlers Walk 
becoming part of the Charlestown Ward of St Austell Bay Parish Council) 
[Summary of extent of proposed boundary changes, from Cornwall Council 
submission list: “Chandlers Walk from St Austell Parish to St Austell Bay Parish”] 

• St Austell Bay Parish Council (PC) wholeheartedly supports this transfer for all the 
reasons given [at the extraordinary St Austell Town Council meeting] by both the 
residents, and by myself on behalf of the PC. 

• My aim…today is to reinforce these points and to reassure the Electoral Review 
Panel that any of the costs now borne by the TC for services provided to 
Chandlers Walk will be taken on by our PC without question. 
  

(e) Representative of Carlyon Parish Council (Councillor Delenn Burkitt) 
[No Change submission] 

• The parish has two defined communities which co-exist well.   

• Carlyon PC’s main concerns about the TC’s proposals are: the impact on its 
precept, the availability of affordable housing, the impact on parish identity.  

• The development in the Holmbush area (190 homes) will attract additional 
income for the parish, which will increase opportunities; a community building is 
planned and this additional revenue will help this project.  Removing this 
development, and these opportunities, would be a backwards step. 
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• The development will provide a significant amount of affordable housing for the 
parish – the only of its kind for the parish - and a wider range of housing options 
for residents from the parish. 

• If the development stays within the parish, its residents will pay a lower precept 
than they would if they moved to St Austell – this is especially relevant for 
residents of affordable housing. 

• Parish identity is at stake: the proposals would impact adversely on its sense of 
community and the loss of precept would mean the PC has less financial 
flexibility. 

• If the boundaries remain as they are, family groups will stay together in the 
parish.  

 
(f) Representative of St Mewan Parish Council (Councillor John Kneller) 
[Summary of extent of proposed boundary changes, from Cornwall Council 
submission pack: (i) Edgcumbe Green: support St Austell TC’s request to transfer 14 
properties to St Austell Parish, with St Mewan PC retaining green space between 
Trewoon and St Austell; (ii) Area south of A3058 nr Burngullow – correct anomaly 
where St Mewan/St Stephen in Brannel Parish boundary kinks into St Mewan but 
could follow strong road boundary; this would result in 7 properties being transferred 
to St Mewan Parish; (iii) very small change to boundary with Grampound with Creed 
Parish Council to include whole of one business property currently divided by 
boundary line (iv) Area east of St Mewan Parish nr Polgooth/Tregongeeves Lane - 
transfer part of this area from Pentewan Valley Parish to St Mewan Parish including 
properties on east side of Tregongeeves Lane, land beyond Higher Trewhiddle Farm, 
and land adjacent to A390 belonging to Coyte Farm; support St Austell TC’s proposal 
to take in Higher Trewhiddle farm site].   

• St Mewan Parish Council (PC) is a proactive, community focused parish council 
and regularly delivers projects for the community of St Mewan parish (example 
initiatives quoted included community Speedwatch, bus shelters, tackling dog 
fouling).  It has a CiLCA (Certificate in Local Council Administration) qualified clerk 
and is working towards the Local Council Foundation Award.   

• The PC reviewed all the boundaries within and around the parish. 

• It is proposed to remove warding to improve councillor recruitment but not to 
change the number of councillors. 

• Area to east of Polgooth – Tregongeeves Lane: residents in houses here clearly 
identify with the village of Polgooth.  The PC is delighted that Pentewan Valley PC 
has no objection to this aspect of its proposed changes.   

• Agricultural land further north up the lane: The PC considers this should form part 
of St Mewan Parish.  It is a stone’s throw from St Mewan Parish Church, is not 
considered part of the bowl of St Austell, and is part of the open space between 
Polgooth and St Austell. 
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• Edgcumbe Green properties: St Mewan has no objection to the TC’s proposal; the 
residents of the specified properties identify more closely with St Austell than St 
Mewan.  

• South of A3058 near Burngullow: this is a case of tidying up the current boundary, 
which currently kinks; the boundary will be more effective if it follows the road. 

• Hewas Water boundary: The PC originally considered a more significant boundary 
change with Grampound in Creed Parish but decided not to pursue this following 
consultation with the affected residents and businesses who advised they have a 
strong affinity to Grampound.  

• The PC has consulted members of the public; in the main, it has received positive 
feedback. 
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(g) Resident of St Mewan Parish (Owner of Coyte Farm and parcel of land affected 
by St Mewan PC proposal) [No change submission] 

• I haven’t been consulted by St Mewan PC at all.  I only found out about their 
consultation meeting at the last minute.  All my land was up for discussion.  They 
say they’ve consulted with the areas affected but no farmers were consulted or 
the people in the local cottages.  They weren’t clear about the situation so didn’t 
turn up. 

• I don’t want this land to move to St Mewan Parish.  

• There is not one rural community representative on the PC; warding means that 
the PC doesn’t represent the rural areas, only the villages are represented.  As far 
as warding is concerned, the rural community needs a representative.  

• The current boundary is a firm boundary, now they want a twisty little bit, 
including going around the quarry in my neighbour’s land – I’m totally against it. 

• At the meeting I attended, it was stated that Pentewan Valley PC representatives 
were not against the proposal, when they clearly are.  The Chairman has 
apologised to me for this. 

• If you want to build outside villages, there are all sorts of barriers. 

• The proposal is not fit for purpose. 
 
(h) Representative of St Ewe Parish Council (Christine Wilson, Clerk) 
[No change submission] 

• At an extraordinary meeting of St Mewan PC, St Ewe PC put forward its “No 
Change” submission and this was accepted between the two parishes.  St Ewe is 
cohesive and the PC is effective and efficient. 
 

(i) Representative of Treverbyn Parish Council (Councillor Paul Highland) 
[No change submission, opposing St Austell TC boundary changes affecting 
Treverbyn] 

• Councillor Highland spoke about the areas of Treverbyn Parish that St Austell TC 
wishes to take in (Carclaze/Boscoppa Area as shown in TC submission “North East 
St Austell Map 1” and Menacuddle Well, Trenance Wood and Trethowel Wood 
area as shown in “North West St Austell Map 7”): 

• Feedback is that residents in these areas do not associate more with the town 
than Treverbyn. 

• Treverbyn PC provides a good level of service to residents in these areas; it 
objects to the suggestion that there is poor maintenance of open spaces.  

• The Parish has a strong and unique history and identity (examples given included: 
Great Treverbyn Sky Tip, Wheal Martyn museum, remnants of the area’s 
industrial heritage, amenities, well-used community halls and their activities).   

• On the TC’s point that residents in outlying areas do not pay towards the services 
they use in the town: while amenities in town are used by rural residents, this is a 
good thing and this creates additional income for the town (e.g. car park income). 
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• Treverbyn is not an affluent Parish.  Residents of all areas of the parish – including 
those in areas like Trethurgy that will not be directly affected by the boundary 
changes - will be impacted if areas of the parish are transferred to St Austell 
because their precept may rise as a result.  This is why Trethurgy was included in 
the distribution of the Parish Council’s CGR leaflet.  It should not be the purpose 
of the CGR to increase the financial burden on local residents who are not well 
off.  For those directly affected, there is a significant difference in precept 
between St Austell and Treverbyn. 

• St Austell TC should cut its cloth according to its means rather than plundering its 
neighbours for financial gain.   

• The proposals have no benefit to Treverbyn residents and no regard has been 
given to the review criteria. 

 
(2ii)  Questions on these Submissions from Members of the Panel  
 
Q1: Where would the boundary be on the Coyte Farm map if the [St Austell TC/St 
Mewan PC proposed] changes were to take place? 
A: (St Mewan PC): This is clarified in the St Mewan submission map.  Higher 
Trewhiddle Farm would be in the St Austell Parish boundary because, with its 
planning permission for 450 properties, it will become part of the urban built 
environment.  West of this new boundary would be included in St Mewan. 
 
Q2: Is there a need for additional land for new housing development, beyond those 
sites which are included in the town expansion? 
A: (St Austell TC): No, these sites are included in the town framework requirements.  
The affordable housing outside the St Austell Parish boundary (e.g. at Holmbush) has 
been included in St Austell town’s numbers. 
 
Q3: Holmbush S106 for affordable housing – what is the local connection? 
A:  St Austell TC/Carlyon PC: Don’t know without checking.  
 
Q4: How did St Austell TC determine the shape of its proposed boundary with 
Treverbyn PC around the piece of land at the northern tip of the TC’s Map 1?  It is 
obvious that Boscoppa and Carclaze are urban but the land the TC is proposing to 
take in seems to include open fields and some of Scredda. 
A: (St Austell TC): The road layout and existing housing development were 
considered; all of the housing here that the TC wants to take in falls naturally into the 
urban area.  The roads seem to be a natural barrier between the urban area and the 
rural area. 
A: (Treverbyn PC): The TC had not included this small triangle section in its original 
submission but had added it in later; the PC finds it strange and an afterthought and 
can’t understand why it has been included – is it about grabbing a few more houses?  
The area is considered to be part of Treverbyn Parish. 
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The Chair commented that the boundaries may be reworked in the Cornwall Council 
proposals i.e. it could come up with other proposals which could be different to 
anything that has been submitted. 
 
Q5: Where is the garden village? Is this within Treverbyn Parish? 
A: (Treverbyn PC) The garden village stays within Treverbyn Parish, off the top of 
Map 1 to the north.  It has been very slow in its development, in planning for ten 
years with nothing built yet; only 350 houses are included in the initial phase which 
would not compensate for the loss of houses proposed by St Austell TC; the 
remainder will take a considerable time to be built out – perhaps 20-25 years.  The 
garden village is not relevant to this review for 2021.  The PC will suffer great losses. 
 
(2iii) Statements on these Submissions by Other Parish and Town Councillors and 
Members of the Public Present 
 
(a) Treverbyn Parish resident 

• Treverbyn area is very special to our family.  We picked to retire there.   

• The people of Treverbyn enjoy where they live; allow us peace and quiet, don’t 
invade us.  

• Don’t understand why St Austell wants to take more properties and encroach on 
Treverbyn. 

• The resident also complained that there is too much housing development locally 
and, in relation to this: that CC planning is allowing too many planning 
applications to go through; that there is no notification about housing 
development close by; that the sewerage system can’t handle the amount of 
housing and that their property had been flooded as a result of this; that the area 
needed a new hospital to relieve pressure on Treliske.  

 
(b) Carlyon Parish resident 

• Concerned about impact of proposals on Carlyon precept.  Carlyon PC is 
financially abstemious and is creating a steady reserve to build a community 
centre, something which it currently sorely lacks; the change in boundaries will 
threaten this. 

• The resident asked to what extent the financial impact of boundary changes can 
be considered by the Electoral Review Panel.  The Chair explained that the advice 
the Panel has received is that the impact on residents’ Council Tax bills (from 
increases or reductions in the parish precept element of their Council Tax bill as a 
result of boundary changes) is not a consideration but that it can consider the 
impact of reductions in parish council budgets, as a result of decreased precept, 
on value for money. 

 
(c) Treverbyn Parish Resident  
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• St Austell TC asserted tonight that people in Treverbyn associate with the town; 
disagree with that.  Has there been a survey that proves that?  

• We are a rural community; that’s why we choose to be there. 

• The loss of revenue to Treverbyn PC will have quite an impact on its ability to do 
what it currently does, which is done very well. 

 
(d) St Austell Town Council (Councillor Andrea Langsom) 

• I don’t wholeheartedly agree with all the TC’s proposals.  Most of them are 
sensible.  I’m not sure why Scredda is included or the estate on the opposite side 
of Treverbyn Road; Scredda and the Carclaze chapel area do not seem a natural 
fit.  I can see why Phernyssick Road and the cul de sacs off it are included.  [On 
Carlyon PC’s point], community centres are a luxury; there is no parish hall in St 
Austell.  Councillor Langsom emphasised that this was her personal opinion, and 
not that of the Town Council. 

 
(e) Treverbyn Parish resident 

• Distressed that I only just heard about the meeting; the subject was mentioned in 
last week’s Guardian.  Please communicate more, because we are Council Tax 
payers. 

• If for example 2000 households move from Treverbyn to other areas, we want 
assurance that Treverbyn will get compensation because we don’t want to lose 
out financially and see this impact on the Parish’s long term plans. 

• Trethurgy and the Clay country are not the richest place; the financial load on 
residents needs to be spread fairly; it is not fair if the [parish element of the] 
Council Tax goes up by £100. 

 
(f) Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) Resident   

• First found out about proposals a few weeks ago when Chair of Electoral Review 
Panel was interviewed on BBC Radio Cornwall.  Have examined the TC’s submission 
and listened to tonight’s presentations. 

• Hope my views will be shared by many other local parishioners when they are made 
fully aware of the planned intent of the TC. 

• This supposedly legal attempt to steal or gain possession of some 1900+ properties 
from its neighbouring parishes is nothing to do with those residents’ needs but the 
TC’s excessive greed in pursuit of financial gain and the ‘empire building’ ambitions 
of its councillors, including those serving on CC.  

• The TC’s consultation summary stated that it used a town garden festival event on 
22.6.19 to discuss boundary issues with members of the public.  But what of the 
2000+ residents who live in the Boscoppa, Carclaze, Tregonnissey and Scredda 
areas, as served by Treverbyn PC?  Probably many are not even aware of what’s 
going on, or of the financial consequences for them and the rest of the parish 
should this proposal be agreed by CC.  Have their views been sought?  And, if so, 
are they all happy for their precept to be increased some four-fold in the imminent 
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future in return for the use of St Austell parks and library, whilst currently having 
access to similar amenities within their present parish. 

• The TC refers to those residents as using facilities for which they make no financial 
contribution.  But this is a two-way exchange, with the rural parish cycle paths, 
bridleways and countryside walks being equally enjoyed by those who  
live in the town. 

• Do we not just agree to accept this, as in the past, or should we consider future 
‘backstop’ agreements for free movement and use of neighbouring public 
amenities? 

• Unless those affected residents are in full awareness and agreement to such 
change, I strongly recommend the existing boundaries be retained with minor 
alteration only, as agreeable to the parties concerned.  And that the TC 
concentrates its time and efforts on resolving present day issues and concerns 
within the town and surrounds.   

 
(g) Resident of Treverbyn Parish 

• I was a member of the Treverbyn PC Formation Committee and sat on the first 
Treverbyn PC, formed in 1983.  My talk focuses on the history of Treverbyn Parish 
and its future viability if the proposed changes to its boundaries are accepted. 

• I acted as the Formation Committee’s secretary and was involved in drawing up 
the boundaries of the proposed new parish.  At the time, the area did not have a 
parish council and we were represented by three Restormel district councillors 
and one county councillor.  The china clay industry was a major employer and 
vast tracts of land were designated as "china clay winning and working areas."  

• Precipitated into action by a proposal to build a large settling tank next to the 
park in the centre of Bugle, a group of residents, supported by our district 
councillors, researched the possibility of setting up a parish council, so that we 
could be aware of and express our views on planning applications affecting our 
area.  We decided to base the Parish on what was then the St. Austell North Ward 
of Restormel Borough Council. The surrounding parishes, Roche and Luxulyan, 
were based on church parishes and so it also seemed sensible to consult the 
Parochial Church Council for Treverbyn.  The church parish boundaries coincided 
closely with the North Ward boundaries and so the new Treverbyn Parish 
boundaries were decided and agreed.  Tregonissey, Scredda, Carclaze and 
Phernyssick  were included; I do not remember any problems expressed at the 
time.  

• My case is that the residents of Treverbyn Parish have a common history and 
sense of community. The Parish does not consist of one central concentration of 
its population. It is based on well established settlements: Bugle, Penwithick, 
Stenalees, Treverbyn, Carclaze, Boscoppa, Carthew, Trethowel, Carluddon, 
Tregonissey, Scredda, Rosevear, Bowling Green, Rescorla and Trethurgy, all 
names resonant with the history of the china clay industry and many with a 
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history much longer than that. Indeed the Manor of Treverbyn was included in 
the Doomsday Book. 

• It would be senseless to threaten such a well-integrated unit of local government 
but this is what is being proposed by St. Austell TC in its proposals.  As far as I can 
see there is no valid reason for its proposal, except to increase their income. But 
the TC’s gain is Treverbyn's loss.  The loss of precept, estimated at around 
£26,000, will have a devastating effect on Treverbyn's finances at a time when it 
is being expected to take on more and more work from the unitary authority. 
Remaining parishioners will have to make up for the loss.  I will not even dwell on 
the plight of those in Carclaze, Tregonissey and Scredda who will see a massive 
rise in their precept for the privilege of being in St. Austell. I hope that there are 
enough of them here to speak for themselves. 

• I want to plead for the viability of Treverbyn Parish.  In his guidance notes about 
the review (page 14) Malcolm Brown CC himself says that history/identity must 
be taken into consideration.  Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak 
about the history and sense of identity of the parish.  Although it has always been 
closely associated with St. Austell it has its own identity.  Famously, A. L. Rowse 
referred to it as the Higher Quarter, starting where the gradient of the road 
steepens above Tregonissey Lane End.  It would be wrong to attack this heritage. 

• [The Electoral Review Panel] may choose to ignore the historical boundaries and 
heritage of Treverbyn Parish and say that it is just a question of effective 
governance. As far as I know, there has never been a question of a lack of 
effective governance in Treverbyn but if money is lost to St. Austell then 
Treverbyn's ability to deliver services will be severely affected.  I hope that this is 
not the intention of the Boundary Review and hope that you will support 
Treverbyn Parish and defend it against what is a blatant attack on its viability by a 
powerful neighbour. 

 
(h) Representative of Treverbyn Parish Council (Councillor Max Shand )  

• The heart of the people here tonight needs to be recognised. 

• A lot of people from the wider area use Treverbyn PC’s resources.  If you drive 
through the “north part” [of the Boscoppa/Carclaze area that the TC wishes to 
take in], you’ll see lots of people using the clay trails: 28 miles of footpaths 
Treverbyn PC maintains.   

• Losing 10% of our precept would be significant.  How would we function and offer 
the same facilities?  We could need to put the precept up.  A financial 
compensation package would be needed to reflect this. 

• The TC’s proposed financial package will not help the people in the northern part 
who would move from Treverbyn to St Austell.  On identity, the residents might 
say they don’t know whether they’re in one parish or another and it doesn’t 
matter to them, but their Council Tax does matter and they know which they’d 
prefer.  The Council Tax issue is relevant: it’s about affordability: people are on 
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mortgages and they are budgeting to the last penny.  We’ve had emails from 
residents saying they will have to move if the proposals are approved. 

• On the triangle of land in the northern part: I think the TC has only added this 
because there is a collection of houses there. The CGR terms of reference refer to 
incorporating land from one parish into another where development is going 
across the boundary.  This isn’t new development where St Austell town in 
growing, it is a pre-existing, fully developed settlement; why should it become 
part of St Austell Parish?  Residents in the area use our clay trails and will use the 
facilities from the eco-town. 

• The Carlyon Parish boundary is a clear road boundary; the TC want to use the 
railway track because it’s a natural boundary.  At Menacuddle, surely the viaduct 
is a natural boundary but we are told not because it is a 100 feet in the air and 
doesn’t count. 

• The proposal is about making St Austell grow, not because St Austell has grown: 
the wrong reasons. 

• The history of Treverbyn is as part of the China Clay area, not to St Austell.      
  
(i) Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) resident 

• It is quite obvious that the TC are greedy. 
 
(j) Correspondence from residents read out at the meeting. 
 
Several residents sent emails/letters in the run-up to the meeting (direct to CC or via 
Treverbyn PC), indicating that they could not attend but would like their comments to 
be taken into consideration.  The Chair asked one of the officers to summarise/read 
extracts from these.  They are reproduced below (personal information redacted): 
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1. Treverbyn Parish resident  
“Many thanks for bringing to my notice possible changes to Council Tax rates.  I am 
extremely concerned about any such increase as it would cause great hardship for 
myself as a pensioner and others in Treverbyn Parish.  Please note that my house 
was rated just after it was built (on my mother's garden) and it was deemed to be of 
a similar type of property to those in Carlyon Bay and rated accordingly!  It 
was assessed as Band F and I now pay £255 a month! This begs the questions: 
1) How many residents of Treverbyn Parish are already paying more than they should 
be i.e. possibly rated as St Austell residents rather than Treverbyn residents? 
2) How many more residents will be adversely affected if rates rise to the extent 
quoted on the flyer?  
3) I think it's also fair to comment that services have been drastically cut, year on 
year and we are effectively 'paying for less' anyway  
 
2. Treverbyn Parish resident (Trethurgy) 
“I would like to state that I am not in favour of any change in boundaries, ie 
Trethurgy becoming part of St Austell Town Council.” 
 
3. Treverbyn Parish resident (Trethurgy) 
“I would like to state that I am not in favour of any change in boundaries, ie 
Trethurgy becoming part of St Austell Town Council. 
We are a rural location and should stay within the rural parish we are currently 
in.  The village is not part of "town' and is separated from St Austell by the northern 
distributor road.  Trethurgy is a village and St Austell is a town, the two are totally 
separate and should be treated separately. 
Seem like its financially motivated rather than considering the interest of the local 
people.” 
 
4. Treverbyn Parish (Century Close) resident  
“Me and my husband are new residents to Century Close and definitely do not think 
CC should be moving the boundaries for this area, we struggle as it is to find the 
monthly payments now for the Council tax, so we would definitely struggle even 
more to find the extra increase as stated for St Austell in your letter, we only have 
one person working in our household and a mortgage to pay.  We are sure there will 
be plenty more people in our situation with young children!  We would have to sell 
our property and move to an area with paying less Council tax if that be the case.  
We really stress not to move the boundaries as this could make a lot of people worse 
off with financial difficulties, they could even become homeless!!  Would you really 
want this to happen? 
 
5. Treverbyn Parish (Trethury) residents [Same statement as 3 above] 
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6. Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) residents  
“If the changes come about what would the residents expect to see in improvements 
in services for the massive increase in council tax?  Currently the village funds the 
grass cutting of the playing field, and maintains the flower bed in the centre of the 
village. Would these be maintained by the TC?  The Town streets are swept daily it is 
not seen very often in the village. Street lighting is poor, extra building in 
Luxulyan/Eden visitors increase the traffic flow through the village, ignoring the 
speed limit, which increases the danger to walkers including school children due to 
the lack of pavements or traffic calming measures.  If the changes are introduced the 
increase should be phased in over a number of years.” 
 
7. Treverbyn Parish (Trethury) resident  
“The proposed large increase in council tax seems difficult to justify for Trethurgy in 
particular for the following reasons: 
1) We have no mains drainage.  
2) No mains gas supply. 
3) Poorly maintained road surfaces (Butts Lane having potholes temporarily filled in 
which soon deteriorate again). 
4) The absence of any shops or church or pub.  All we do have is the bus route to 
Eden and the village hall. 
5) The virtual absence of any Police presence. 
6) Poor street lighting, only one lamp at the top of Butts lane.” 
 
8.  Treverbyn Parish (Tregoning Drive) resident  
“I have been disturbed by the news that there is consideration for a boundary review 
that negatively affects my property.  Such a review could change by property from 
being within Treverbyn Parish to within St Austell.  As I have lived at my current 
address for ten years I would like it noted that I strongly disagree with such plans.  
Not only do I have a fondness to the parish of Treverbyn but I certainly wouldn’t wish 
for my home to be considered as St Austell in regards to insurance. Beyond this there 
is a further financial impact to this move that is not wanted by home owners, 
increased Council Tax. 
This move can only be seen as a way to increase my Council Tax by approximately 
£74.76 with no consideration for home owners within the affected area. The impact 
of any household bill increase could be devastating for home owners at a time where 
making ends meet has never been more challenging for my generation.  Government 
papers have already caused concern of potential utility increases post Brexit.  To 
introduce a boundary change at the benefit to local government can only be 
considered as a stealth tax.  The economy for the third quarter of 2019 is in 
recession, this would naturally make a 2% increase unfavourable on my annual bill.  
To have a sudden increase of £70-£80 and then subsequent 2% increases on that 
price rise is grossly disproportionate to the economy. 
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I would like it counted that I strongly object any proposed “change of boundary” for 
St Austell absorbing dwellings from Treverbyn Parish.”  
 
9. Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) resident   
“It is clear by changing the parish boundaries this is a way that CC can increase 
Council Tax revenues.   
It is incredible to think that residents of Trethurgy would happily accept an increase 
without any proper consultation and CC cannot assume that by not attending the 
council suite that we would just roll over and accept and be happy with the change.  
We have received little notice of this change and for many people who are older 
coming out in the evening is not an option. 
Summary comments: This is clearly a cynical method for the council to increase its 
revenue and is not a proper process by which to make these changes. It asks more 
questions than it answers particularly in reference to which parts of any village may 
or may not be included in the boundary change.  
Any proposal should be given proper discussion through a council letter from CC as 
this is where undoubtedly the initial proposals were instigated.  It is sneaky and 
underhand and the council should know better!” 
 
10. Treverbyn Parish (Carclaze Road) Residents  
“As residents within the Treverbyn Parish we would like to strongly object to the 
moving of our premise from its current placement within Treverbyn.  Whilst we 
appreciate Councils are, and have been cash strapped for years due to central and 
local government cut backs, we feel strongly, these properties should not be used as 
scape goats to generate further income for the Council.  
There can be no other reason which is plausible for this change which would warrant 
the extra financial burden on the properties within this review.  This is not a 
particularly wealthy area. 
Please put forward this objection to the Councillors, representatives etc considering 
this matter this evening.” 
 
11. Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) Resident  
“I wish to express that I think the boundary is fine where it is and Trethurgy should 
remain in the Parish of Treverbyn.” 
 
12. Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) Resident  
“I received notification yesterday regarding the possible boundary change for 
Trethurgy.  
Please could you tell me: 
Why, we as a village, weren’t informed about this proposal earlier to enable us to 
found out relevant information? I feel this has deprived people who are not on social 
media and who cannot attend the meeting at such short notice, the opportunity to 
raise their concerns and objections.  
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Why should St Austell TC deprive Treverbyn PC of revenue and divide up rural 
communities? 
What benefits would Trethurgy gain from being incorporated with St Austell TC? 
I am strongly opposed to the proposed inclusion of Trethurgy into St Austell TC and 
the financial implications to ourselves.” 
 
13. Treverbyn Parish (Trethurgy) Resident  
“I would like to register my objection in writing to the proposed rate hike. 
I think it is unfair to raise the prices by such a huge amount when many residents of 
the parish are on a fixed income. It's not just the councils which are suffering from 
times of austerity. 
Also this increase would not reflect any improvement in amenities or services, of 
which we have less than the town centre.” 
 
14. Treverbyn Parish (Larcombe Road) resident 
“I’m very concerned about the proposed change to the Treverbyn boundary and 
implications of joining the St Austell town parish.  
I wanted to email to oppose the situation and would appreciate you taking my 
comments into account. 
We are a close knit community and the reason I purchased the house was to be part 
of the community not the town. I feel by changing the boundaries the community 
feel will be lost and by joining the St Austell town will lose the close knit feel it has. 
We often use the Treverbyn town hall as well as my family using the church and local 
amenities.” 
 
15. Treverbyn Parish (Boscoppa) Residents 
“Only a few days ago were we made aware of possible changes that will affect our 
Council Tax bills due to a boundary review in this parish.  The amount of increase to 
bills appears to be exceptionally high.  As pensioners there is no way we would be 
able to afford this increase.  Pensions do not rise to take into account these sort of 
increases.  We would like it known that we strongly object to these proposals.” 
 
(k) Local resident 
• Clerk to two rural parish councils but speaking in personal capacity on basis of 

professional experience 

• Relevance of precept to this issue for residents: financial stress.  

• Issue is also about people’s representation on their local council: if residents in a 
parish are subsumed into a larger town council, they will represent a smaller 
proportion of the residents within the town boundaries.  How will their voice be 
heard?  Will they be heard more easily in the town or by the small council?  
Volunteer parish councillors and their lone clerks serve these border areas better 
than a town council would.   
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(l) Representative of St Stephen-in-Brannel Parish Council (Councillor Kim Wonnacott) 

• St Stephen-in-Brannel PC has unanimously agreed to no changes to any of its 
boundaries. 

• Historically, the only area of the Parish which has ever migrated between parishes 
has been Whitemoor.   

• The area which is indicated by St Mewan PC has historically always been within St 
Stephen-in-Brannel PC. 

• We are one of the largest parishes within Cornwall and are working towards our 
Neighbourhood Development Plan.  Migration of areas could have implications 
on the already agreed NDP of St Mewan Parish and the construction of our NDP. 

• There are at present only 7 buildings in the area covered by St Mewan PC’s 
proposal; if there was unanimous support for this change, this would only 
represent a few residents. 

• The area is in a rural aspect of our Clay area and closer to Lanjeth and High Street 
– and services like the village hall, play areas and allotments – than to St Mewan.  
To allow this change would push the area to being an isolated part of St Mewan 
Parish compared to being one connected to St Stephen-in-Brannel.   

• We see no reason why this rural area should be moved into a different parish.      
 
(2iv) Statements on the submissions by local Cornwall Councillors 
 
(a) Jackie Bull CC (St Austell Poltair Division) 

• Emphasised not predetermined. 

• CGR shouldn’t be an emotive issue but it is hard not to have sympathy for people 
who have expressed concerns. 

• The TC has been asked to draw the natural boundaries of the town and its 
proposals reflect the reality of the situation on the ground. 

• Housing numbers are dictated by the Government and St Austell has grown 
enormously over the last 30 years.  

• St Austell is the central town serving the surrounding, local area; it was described 
as a hub in the coastal town initiative. 

• Phernyssick Road (in my division) was on the edge of St Austell in the 1960s but 
the town has grown and this road is completely surrounded by housing on all 
sides.  Can we say the natural boundary is at the roads to which development is 
extending?  The boundary becomes more questionable as one moves further 
north. 

• How do people think boundaries can be redrawn while acknowledging the growth 
of the central town?  

 
(b)  Matt Luke CC (Penwithick & Boscoppa Division) 

• I reserve my view; speaking tonight to give the view of parishioners in my 
division. 

• St Austell town has expanded into Treverbyn. 
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• Treverbyn PC has been there a long time going about its business very well, and 
looking after the area at a reasonable cost . 

• People live in Treverbyn because they want to; because they can’t afford to live in 
St Austell and Treverbyn is more affordable; because it is the countryside and 
they don’t want to be in the town.  

• The TC’s arguments for appropriate boundaries are inconsistent: this road 
boundary is ok, that one is not - as long as they get extra revenue. 

• The TC has expertise; we have expertise too.  More houses have been built in our 
parish.  We are not suggesting that we take over areas of St Austell using the 
same argument as they are using (housing development going across the parish 
boundary).    

• We are happy within our Parish.  No-one at tonight’s meeting has asked to move 
into St Austell Parish.  No residents have expressed any support to me for a move 
to St Austell. 

 
(c)  Richard Pears CC (Mount Charles Division) 

• Was previously a member of the Electoral Review Panel; boundary reviews involve 
difficult decisions and there are arguments either way. 

• There is a need to be objective and draw boundaries that make sense 
geographically and for the general public.   

• In terms of the public, this is about where people think they live, considering the 
services they use and, precept aside, what will benefit them the most. 

• Boundaries need to be clear; major features such as roads and railways are 
important. 

• The TC is large and capable; it is nationally recognised as a leading local council; it 
has a large devolution programme; and provides many, good quality, widely used 
services, including to the surrounding areas.  If the proposals are approved, 
residents that transfer into St Austell Parish will benefit greatly from the TC, the 
body that makes most decisions for where they live. 

• Carclaze/Boscoppa area: obviously part of St Austell town; do understand concerns 
expressed about the precept. 

• Holmbush area: on balance, feel more aligned to St Austell. 

• Chandlers Walk: no strong opinion but, if residents support the change, support 
them. 

• Wainhomes development, Porthpean road: support proposal, as will make the 
estate whole within in a single parish. 

• Higher Trewhiddle: development will benefit St Austell, proposed boundary change 
is supported by St Mewan PC and should be supported. 

• Edgcumbe Green: there are no objections, so this should be supported. 

• Menacuddle Well area: this is a major amenity area, the majority of its visitors 
come from the town; proposal should be supported. 

• By saying that St Austell town has expanded into Treverbyn, Cllr Luke appears to 
be accepting the position that part of that parish is now St Austell.  
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(d) Sally Anne Saunders CC (Bugle Division) 

• The Menacuddle Well area is in the Bugle Division.  This aspect of the proposed St 
Austell/Treverbyn boundary changes seems to be the least contentious one.   

• The area has been supported by Treverbyn PC for many years.  It is a jewel of an 
asset, but not a devolved asset.  Given how it has devolved assets, the TC possibly 
sees it as a potential cash cow.  

• I do not know whether it is true that the well was the historic starting point for St 
Austell, but will research this.  
 

(e) Tom French CC (St Austell Bay Division) 

• Advised that he wishes to make no statement at this point in the CGR process and 
that he has agreed this position in consultation with the parishes in his Division. 

 
(f) James Mustoe CC (Mevagissey Division) 

• Division includes Pentewan Valley Parish Council.  Advised that he has made a 
submission in his capacity as a resident.  Emphasised that he is not predetermined 
in his capacity as a Cornwall Councillor. 

• Current position is that I support Pentewan Valley PC’s submission. 

• Having dealt with planning applications along the entire area under question, I 
believe the land on, up to and to the south of Tregongeeves Lane going back into 
Polgooth identify with Polgooth, as a community and geographically, and would be 
best served being part of St Mewan Parish Council.  People in Carclaze might be 
surprised to learn they are not in St Austell Parish; I have had houses in Polgooth 
surprised to learn they are in Pentewan Valley Parish. 

• I believe the land Pentewan Valley PC has asked to retain that has not yet had 
planning permission passed, or applied on, would be best served staying with the 
Parish as a green belt distinguishing between St Austell and its rural hinterland. 

• The creeping urbanisation exemplified by the Porthpean Road development would 
be easier to replicate if the fields to the south of it were within the boundary of St 
Austell Parish rather than in a separate, rural parish.  As such, I support their 
retention in Pentewan Valley Parish. 

• I have a great deal of sympathy with the concerns raised by Pentewan Valley Parish 
about their lack of precept and the loss of the houses of the Higher Trewhiddle 
development. 

• As is common throughout Cornwall, Pentewan Valley PC has been asked to take on 
certain devolved services from CC, often under threat of closure and removal, such 
as the free car park and toilets. 

• This has also happened in St Austell on a larger scale, but the devolution package 
given to St Austell TC in terms of additional income from large car parks to make 
up for it is on a different level to anything Pentewan Valley PC could aspire to. 
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• Pentewan Valley PC took their facilities on with the understanding that houses 
would be built on the site at Higher Trewhiddle down the line that would eventually 
generate an increased precept revenue for them. 

• Removing these houses and this income at this time could have a dire effect on the 
future of devolved services for the residents of Pentewan Valley Parish and 
therefore I support the calls to retain Higher Trewhiddle in Pentewan Valley Parish. 

• Pentewan Valley PC are currently managing the Parish admirably. 
 
(g) Cherilyn Mackrory CC (St Mewan Division) 

• Protecting the green area around the town – maintaining it as a gap between the 
town and the rural villages – is an important consideration. 

• The history of a place is also an important consideration – new residents might not 
see this as much as longer-term residents - roads may not reflect this.  

• The Council tax rise is also a big issue. 

• It is important to think about benefits for residents  

• It is important not to change boundaries for the sake of it. 
 
4. The Chair made closing remarks.  He commented on the Treverbyn PC CGR leaflet 
and suggested that, by focusing strongly on the Council Tax element, it did not present 
a balanced picture of the issues in question.  He thanked everyone for attending, and 
the excellent contributions made by the speakers.  He then closed the meeting.  
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Appendix 
1 

Community Governance Review Public Engagement Meeting: St Austell (26.9.19)  
 
Summary of arguments put forward at the meeting on the contentious boundary 
proposals that were the main focus of the meeting (note: see the full report for the 
other aspects of the proposals referred to at the meeting)  
 
(i) General arguments for St Austell TC’s proposals to take in areas from other 
parishes (arguments against are listed below in the paragraphs on the specific 
proposals)  
 
Arguments for: 

• St Austell TC has expanded significantly since its creation and provides significant 
services to the town, and surrounding area, having taken on the largest 
devolution package in the country. 

• CGR is once in a lifetime opportunity to address boundary anomalies; proposals 
reflect recent expansion of town and housing development which has planning 
permission, and set sound barriers that make geographical sense/address 
anomalies/match reality on the ground, and make sense in terms of service 
delivery and governance. 

• Residents that transfer into St Austell Parish will benefit greatly from the TC. 

• Proposals focus on keeping communities together. 
    

(ii) Specific arguments on St Austell TC’s proposals to take in Carclaze/Boscoppa and 
Menacuddle Well, Trenance Wood and Trethowel Wood from Treverbyn Parish 
 
Carclaze/Boscoppa: arguments for -  

• A391 stronger boundary than Phernyssick Road; proposal also takes into account 
existing housing development; roads provide natural urban/rural barrier.  

• Houses in area link strongly to St Austell amenities/services. 

• TC gets frequent queries from residents here who think they are in St Austell 
Parish.  

• TC prepared to consider transitional compensation package to mitigate Treverbyn 
PC’s loss of precept revenue until West Carclaze garden village properties start to 
be built. 

• It is appropriate for the TC to include Phernyssick Road and the cul de sacs off it.  

• It is accepted by opponents of the proposal that the town has grown into 
Treverbyn Parish - this supports the TC’s argument for a boundary change. 

 
Menacuddle Well and adjacent rural area: arguments for -  
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• Area will never be developed 

• Well is believed to be St Austell’s historic starting point; many St Austell residents 
use this major amenity area 
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Arguments against (both areas): 

• Residents’ feedback to Treverbyn PC shows they do not associate more with the 
town than Treverbyn; lack of evidence to support TC’s claims to the contrary. 

• Treverbyn PC provides good service to these areas. 

• Impact on the Parish’s strong, common and unique history, heritage (especially in 
relation to its historic and current place within the China Clay area). 

• Impact on Treverbyn Parishioners’ common sense of identity, place and 
community– they have a strong affinity with Treverbyn Parish as a rural area, 
wish to stay there and oppose the proposals/becoming part of the town. 

• The current boundary is strong and appropriate. 

• Impact on Treverbyn PC’s precept: the PC may need to raise this to compensate 
for the loss of properties to St Austell; particularly significant issue as not an 
affluent Parish. 

• Impact on Treverbyn PC’s viability/ability to provide what it currently does for its 
residents and as a well-integrated, effective unit of local government. 

• Significant rise in Council Tax for residents and the impact this will have on them, 
particularly important given the economic position of many residents; some 
residents have said they will have to move if the proposals are approved; 
questions raised as to whether residents would see any improvement in 
services/facilities in return.  

• The TC should cut its cloth according to its means rather than taking revenue 
from neighbouring parishes. 

• Proposals have no benefit to Treverbyn residents. 

• Proposals give no regard to CGR criteria. 

• Garden village will not be developed sufficiently/in time to compensate the PC for 
the proposed transfer of properties to St Austell.  

• TC proposal is driven by excessive desire for financial gain and empire building 
ambitions. 

• The TC should focus on issues within the town’s existing boundaries. 

• Residents can access similar amenities within Treverbyn Parish to those the TC 
offers. 

• Lack of consultation with residents in the affected areas.  

• Proposal is about making St Austell grow, not because St Austell has grown. 

• TC’s arguments for appropriate boundaries are inconsistent. 

• On the TC’s point that parish residents do not pay towards services they use in the 
town: this creates additional income for the town; town residents also enjoy 
Treverbyn’s facilities, especially clay trails.  

 
Carclaze/Boscoppa - arguments against not covered above: 

• Scredda, estate on opposite side of Treverbyn Road, Carclaze chapel area not a 
natural fit with St Austell 
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• On Treverbyn Parish formation (1983), no concerns were raised about inclusion 
of these areas within the Parish. 

 
Menacuddle Well - arguments against not covered above: 

• Treverbyn PC has supported the area for many years; it is a jewel of asset. 

• TC possibly sees it as a cash cow. 

• Railway viaduct is a natural boundary. 
 
(iii) Specific arguments on St Austell TC’s proposals to take in land from Carlyon Parish 
(development at Holmbush) 
 
Arguments for: 

• Main basis of development’s planning approval: its excellent link to town’s 
facilities. 

• Area is more aligned to St Austell. 

• Railway is strong boundary. 

• Development’s residents will use town’s service centres and identify with the 
town. 

• Carlyon PC’s desire for a community centre: a luxury.  
 
Arguments against: 

• Impact on Carlyon PC’s precept: PC would lose additional income from 
development and this would impact on service provision/planned new 
community centre. 

• Impact on availability of affordable housing: new development will provide 
significant amount for - and is the only one of its kind in - the parish. 

• Rise in residents’ Council Tax bills (particular impact on affordable housing 
residents). 

• Impact on parish identity/sense of community. 

• If current boundaries remain, family groups will stay together in the parish. 
 
(iv) Arguments on St Austell TC’s proposals to take in agricultural land south of the 
A390 that includes houses along Sawles Road from Pentewan Valley Parish  
 
Arguments for: 

• St Austell’s proposed boundary line achieves a sensible boundary line and ensures 
that Tregorrick hamlet stays entirely in Pentewan Valley Parish. 

 
Arguments against: 

• A390 is a stronger boundary than the present one, which lies along a minor 
road/fields. 

• The TC has stated it wants to “allow for the potential long term of expansion of St 
Austell.”  The proposed boundary would lose the buffer against the current 
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southern edge of the town and potentially lead to creeping 
urbanisation/coalescence with Tregorrick village.   

• It would be anomalous to have any of the agricultural land within the town 
boundary. 

• The majority of the affected Sawles Road properties are in favour of the A390 
boundary and consider themselves in a rural context.  

• [General argument] Pentewan Valley PC: The PC currently functions cohesively, 
effectively and within its small precept for its parishioners’ benefit; it has taken 
on devolved assets, runs important local services and initiatives.  The PC’s own 
proposals have taken into account other parishes issues (land use, expansion, 
identity) to a practical and sufficient degree, and also its own needs to maintain a 
stable, viable and inclusive community and sustainable PC in the future. 

 
(v) Arguments relating to St Austell TC and Pentewan PC’s differing boundary change 
proposals for Higher Trewhiddle Farm area [St Austell TC: take in all of area; 
Pentewan Valley PC: retention of that part of the development south of proposed link 
road] 

 
Arguments in favour of St Austell TC’s proposal: 

• Development is in bowl of St Austell, links well to and will benefit St Austell.  It is 
close to the TC’s base at Pondhu House, Penwinnick Road. 

• Boundary can follow natural boundary of public footpath on western edge of site. 
 
Arguments in favour of Pentewan Valley PC’s proposal:  

• Proposed link road is good boundary; land to south of proposed link road relates 
better to Pentewan Valley Parish.  

• Pentewan Valley PC’s general argument at (iv) above. 

• Loss of revenue from development would impact adversely on the PC and the 
Parish 

 
(vi) Arguments on St Mewan PC’s proposals to take in land on the west of Pentewan 
Valley Parish (excluding the transfer of the Tregongeeves Lane section to St Mewan 
Parish which Pentewan Valley Parish supports) 
 
Arguments for: 

• Land is very close to St Mewan Parish Church, is not considered part of the bowl 
of St Austell and is part of the open space between Polgooth and St Austell. 

• [General argument]: St Mewan PC: PC is proactive, community focused, regularly 
delivers community projects, has a qualified clerk and is working towards Local 
Council Foundation Award 
 

Arguments against: 
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• Only the Council depot and golf club lie to the east of Pentewan Valley PC’s 
proposed boundary line.  They have no need to identify with any particular parish 
and both serve a large catchment.  With the lack of an indigenous population in 
the area affected, the presence of St Mewan’s church and school is of little 
reference to the boundary issue. 

• St Mewan PC’s wish to maintain a green buffer between their Parish and the 
town: this specific area is not at risk from the town; it is in a rural Parish and 
already provides a green buffer; Pentewan Valley PC has previously objected to 
development here. 

• St Mewan PC’s assertion that the Parish has a business connection to the land: 
the landowner objects to the boundary change; this indicates where the sense of 
place lies. 

• There is no justifiable reason for the proposal.  

• Coyte Farm landowner: St Mewan PC did not consult him, or farmers, or residents 
in the cottages affected.  The PC has no rural community representative, so 
residents’ representation will be weakened.  The current, firm boundary will be 
weakened.  The proposal is not fit for purpose. 

• Pentewan Valley PC’s general argument (at iv) above. 
 
(vii) Arguments on St Mewan PC’s proposals to change its boundary with St Stephen-
in-Brannel Parish Council (Area south of A3058 nr Burngullow)  
 
Arguments for: 

• Will tidy up current boundary, which currently kinks into St Mewan; the boundary 
will be more effective if it follows the road. 

 
Arguments against: 

• Area has historically always been within St Stephen-in-Brannel Parish. 

• The transfer could have negative implications for the St Mewan NDP and St 
Stephen-in-Brannel’s developing NDP. 

• The area is in a rural part of the Parish’s Clay area and closer to Lanjeth and High 
Street – and their services/facilities – than to St Mewan Parish.  The change 
would make the area an isolated part of St Mewan rather than one connected to 
St Stephen-in-Brannel.  
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Further information from Parish Councils 

Pentewan Valley Parish Council: 

 

Cornwall Council Community Governance Review 

Pentewan Valley Parish 

Presentation at Public Engagement Meeting, Council Suite, St Austell 

Information Service, Penwinnick Road on Thursday 26th September 2019 

Background 

Pentewan Valley Parish Council has only been in existence for the last ten years, but in that 

time has functioned cohesively, effectively and within its small precept for the benefit of its 

parishioners. 

The Parish has faced the devolution of services and met this challenge in taking on the public 

toilets in Pentewan, creating a car park for users of the Pentewan trail at Tregorrick and 

taking over the car park in Pentewan, as well as other services. It is also actively involved in 

flood prevention measures for Pentewan. 

Basis of Submission 

There are three principle areas where we would be prepared to see boundary changes and 

these are set out in our submission. 

In brief they involve: 

i) the relinquishment of the developed land against Porthpean Road which spans the Town 

Council and Pentewan Valley parishes. 

ii) the relinquishment of a section to the far west of our Parish, along Tregongeeves Lane that 

includes a few houses that may identify more closely with Polgooth in St Mewan Parish, but 

retaining the remainder of our Parish in this location, 

iii)the retention of that part of the Higher Trewhiddle development land that lies to the south 

of the proposed link road through that site and  

iv) the inclusion of the agricultural land south of the A390 that includes the houses along 

Sawles Road, south of the A390. 

 

We consider the A390 as a natural boundary against the southern edge of St Austell and a 

stronger boundary than the present one, which lies along a minor road and fields. 

We attended the Extraordinary Meeting of St Austell town Council on 24th June this year and 

spoke to the views expressed by our councillors in respect of the Town Council’s boundary 

change proposals. We were concerned that their draft submission showed that the Town 

Council members favoured moving the boundary of the land to the south of the A390, down 
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to the Tregorrick Road to, in their words, “allow for the potential long term expansion of St 

Austell…” 

Such a move would lose the valuable buffer against the current southern edge of the Town 

and potentially lead to coalescence with the village of Tregorrick. 

We could not agree to this and on review considered that there was an anomaly in having any 

of the agricultural land within the Town boundary and that a firmer boundary was presented 

by the A390. 

We canvassed the residents of Sawles Road to see if there was support to our proposal and to 

determine whether they identified principally with the Town or the rural land around them. 

There are 18 occupied properties in Sawles Road, south of the A390, of which we were able 

to speak to 15. Out of those fifteen households, 12 were in favour of the suggested boundary 

against the A390 and all considered themselves in a rural context. Two had no objection to 

the boundary move, but felt that they identified with the Town for personal reasons. One did 

not support the proposal. 

With regard to the proposals from St Mewan Parish Council in respect to the land on the 

west of our Parish; we do not support any boundary change beyond that which we have put 

forward in our submission. 

Our suggested boundary along Tregongeeves Lane encompasses those dwellings that may 

identify with Polgooth and only the Council Depot and St Austell Golf Club lie to the east. 

These could not be said to have the need to identify with any particular parish and both serve 

a large catchment. The Golf Club welcomes players from across Cornwall and further afield. 

With the lack of any indigenous population in this area the presence of St Mewan Church 

and St Mewan School has little relevance to the position or re-positioning of the parish 

boundary. 

St Mewan wishes to maintain a buffer between their Parish and the Town. We have 

sympathy with this wish, but the land they seek to annex is not at risk from the Town. It is in 

the rural parish of Pentewan Valley and already provides a buffer. Pentewan Valley Parish 

Council has in the past objected to development on this land. 

St Mewan maintains that the land has a business connection with their parish, but the 

landowner has lodged an objection to their boundary change and supports the land 

remaining in Pentewan Valley parish. I believe this goes a long way to indicating where the 

sense of place lies. 

Should the Panel consider that there is a need to provide for the expansion of St Austell we 

respectfully suggest that the proposals within our submission are practical and sufficient and 

meet the guidelines set out by Government and Cornwall Council. 

For the reasons given above we see no justifiable reason for St Mewan Parish to extend 

further east beyond that part of our parish that we are prepared to relinquish, as shown in 

our submission. 
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Conclusions 

The parish council has considered the proposals from its adjacent councils, together with its 

own needs for a stable, viable and inclusive community for the future. It has acknowledged 

the changes in land use that have taken place since its formation and feels that it has 

accommodated these in its submission.  

The boundaries proposed recognise the need for identifiable features, but have also taken 

account of the need to include those properties that identify with a particular place, as in the 

boundary proposal adjacent to Polgooth. 

The parish has taken on devolved services that it has managed to absorb and to continue to 

deliver and its submission for change would ensure a sustainable future. 

 


